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Introduction
● Introducing a systemised approach to project management is a change in 

itself for an organization
● affects both the individual and organizational level
● Some people may be required to work in a way they find uninstinctive, others 

will embrace the opportunity for gaining experience
● When introducing project management, both attitudes need to be considered
● Projects and business change objectives deliver one another
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Introduction
Making project management more effective can contribute to:

● meeting challenging financial targets
● responding faster to change
● giving the company a good reputation for product / service delivery
● improving development opportunities for employees
● learning without customers having to present improvement opportunities
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Levels of project management maturity
An organization’s project management capabilities can be measured against an 
index (OPM3):

● Initial: chaotic, unstructured approach; success is a matter of chance
● Repeatable: Approaches that were successful in the past are repeated
● Defined: A systemized approach to project management is evident and 

documented
● Managed: Project management is integrated in wider business management, 

measurement of performance is possible
● Optimized: Feedback is incorporated into the project management approach, 

this makes it self-improving and self-sustaining
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Project management maturity questionnaire
● allows comparison against past performance
● highlights concerns at different levels of management
● Results can be contradictory among involved groups
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Obtaining a mandate for change
● Expressing the opportunities for change is not enough!
● A sponsor (or more) is needed to drive, fund and direct

○ the more senior in the organisation the better
○ not everyone is suitable

● Without sponsorship, the initiative will fail to start successfully or falter soon 
after.

● The sponsor should be a recognised promoter of change,
Ideally having sponsored significant change initiatives before.

● He should not be involved exclusively in business as usual, no matter how 
competent
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Obtaining a mandate for change
The sponsor:

● Senior enough to command the respect of his peers.
● Access to funds and be prepared to commit them over a long period.
● Ideally, the person who identified the need for change and who has driven the 

project management improvement initiative this far.
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Obtaining a mandate for change
The developer representative:

● Expert in managing projects.
● Understand intimately the “systemised approach”
● Sometimes a project management consultant will be hired for this role.
● A second person,

○  if the complexity of systems and processes is already high.

● Might come from the finance department
○ because of its central role in so many management processes.
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Obtaining a mandate for change
The customer representative:

● Must make sure that the solution meets the needs of the organisation.
● Represents to communities differently affected by the outcome:

○ Sponsors - Project managers

● One candidate could be a highly regarded project manager
● The other could come from the pool of project sponsors, 

possibly the sponsor as an additional role.
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Obtaining a mandate for change
The project manager:

● If the Project is already well planned, monitored and controlled. 
● The initiative should be an example and beacon for best practice.
● If no appropriate candidate the person could be recruited from a project 

management consultancy.
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Justifying the investment
● Most organisations should look for commercial benefits from a project 

management improvement.
● Arguing that a consistent approach will inherently deliver rewards might not 

support what might be a huge investment.
● Business case to persuade the senior management team, showing the range 

of benefits improvement can generate.
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Justifying the investment - Business case
Typically three categories for a persuasive case:

● Increased revenue and margin
● Reduction in cost
● Mitigation of risk
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Justifying the investment - Business case
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Justifying the investment - Business case
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Justifying the investment - Business case
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Justifying the investment
● Figures quoted will be disputed, as forecasts usually are.
● Revenue increases, cost savings and mitigation of risks may be lower,

but they should still outweigh the proposed costs of the initiative.
● If organisation is not open to a disciplined project management approach, a 

business case is unlikely to persuade it otherwise. 
● May be necessary to wait until events (failure to deliver a project) force the 

issue.
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Delivering the change
● Every organisation is different
● The order in which components become entrenched remains the same
● Start: Project sponsors and owners
● End: Benefits reviews
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Delivering the change
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Delivering the change
● Importance of putting the foundations in place
● Generating enthusiasm and competence among senior managers
● Need a method to work by (the systemised approach)
● A core of educated, trained participants
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Delivering the change
Do not train project managers too early (waste opportunity and resources).

The position of training and education should be considered, using these criteria:

Can potential trainees be prioritised: 

● according to their seniority?
○ use briefing instead of training!
○ selected from a carefully considered, prioritised range of participants

● by the importance of the projects in which they are engaged?
○ Projects may benefit or suffer if introduced to a new approach
○ selected from a prioritised range of projects

● according to their development needs?
○ boost to their confidence and competence
○ selected according to their development needs 30



Delivering the change
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Delivering the change
● Sponsors’ project management briefing: familiarising project sponsors with 

their obligations => better communication with each other 
● Practitioners’ project management: providing practitioners with the skills and 

knowledge to practise the principles and techniques of project management in 
the organisation.

● Condensed project management overview: providing non-participants with 
sufficient knowledge to understand the principles of project management and 
the organisation’s approach to its application.

● Operational project management techniques: providing non-participants with 
sufficient skills to practise the techniques of project management in 
operational areas of the organisation.
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Enjoying the benefits (Outro)

“In the final analysis, change sticks when it becomes “the way we do things 
around here”, when it seeps into the bloodstream of the corporate body. Until new 
behaviours are rooted in social norms and shared values, they are subject to 
degradation as soon as the pressure for change is removed.” - John Kotter

● It takes an organisation to deliver a project; no single individual or group can 
do it alone.

● The benefits of effective project management are there to be enjoyed. 

commercial and competitive advantages.

reduce operating costs

answer the question: “What might be the consequence of my failure to effectively manage my 
organisation’s projects?” 33



THANK YOU FOR 
LISTENING!
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